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PEBBLE

Your dice may still be removed from 
play & returned to your pool but they 
may not be Banished or stolen while 

this Imp is in play.
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MULCH

Add 1 to each of your      dice during 
an      trial.

OR
Re-roll one of your     dice before

an     trial.

Add 1 to each of your      dice during 
an      trial.

Add 1 to each of your      dice during 
an      trial.

OROR
Re-roll one of your     dice before

an     trial.
Re-roll one of your     dice before

an     trial.
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PUCK

Conduct an extra       trial after the     
trial.

Conduct an extra       trial after the     
trial.

Conduct an extra       trial after the     
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SQUIRT

Add 1 to each of  your       dice during 
a       trial.

OR
Re-roll any       dice during a       trial.

Add 1 to each of  your       dice during 
a       trial.

OR

Add 1 to each of  your       dice during 
a       trial.

Re-roll any       dice during a       trial.Re-roll any       dice during a       trial.
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NYMPH

Conduct the      trial before the      trial.
OR

If you win the       trial steal a       dice 
from your opponent’s pool.

Conduct the      trial before the      trial.Conduct the      trial before the      trial.
OR

If you win the       trial steal a       dice 
from your opponent’s pool.

If you win the       trial steal a       dice 
from your opponent’s pool.

If you win the       trial steal a       dice If you win the       trial steal a       dice 
from your opponent’s pool.

If you win the       trial steal a       dice 
from your opponent’s pool.

If you win the       trial steal a       dice 
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JETSAM

You may +2 to TWO of your       dice 
but must -1 to all of your       dice 

before trials begin.

You may +2 to TWO of your       dice You may +2 to TWO of your       dice 
but must -1 to all of your       dice 

You may +2 to TWO of your       dice 
but must -1 to all of your       dice 

before trials begin.

You may +2 to TWO of your       dice You may +2 to TWO of your       dice 
but must -1 to all of your       dice 
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PUTTO

At any point during the game you may 
+1 to one of your dice.
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ZEPHYR

Add 1 to each of your       dice before 
the trials.

OR
Re-roll one of your       dice during an     

trial.

Add 1 to each of your       dice before 
the trials.

Add 1 to each of your       dice before 
the trials.

OR
Re-roll one of your       dice during an     

trial.
Re-roll one of your       dice during an     

trial.
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NIMBUS

Count the scores of      and      dice 
in the       trial. This only lasts for the        

trial and applies to both players.

Count the scores of      and      dice 
in the       trial. This only lasts for the        
Count the scores of      and      dice 

in the       trial. This only lasts for the        
Count the scores of      and      dice 

in the       trial. This only lasts for the        
trial and applies to both players.

in the       trial. This only lasts for the        
trial and applies to both players.
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PLUME

Conduct the      trial before the      trial.Conduct the      trial before the      trial.Conduct the      trial before the      trial.
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SOOT

Subtract 1 to all opponents’      dice 
during the       trial.

OR
Re-roll one of your opponents’      dice 

during a       trial.

Subtract 1 to all opponents’      dice Subtract 1 to all opponents’      dice 
during the       trial.

OR
Re-roll one of your opponents’      dice Re-roll one of your opponents’      dice 

during a       trial.
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SPARK

Count one of an opponent’s      dice as 
another type, nominated by you before 

the trials begin.
This effect lasts for the entire turn.

Count one of an opponent’s      dice as 
another type, nominated by you before 


